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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM:
The popularity and. a guarantee toward the continued
use of the foster home is found in the statement that
"Social work with children in recent years has made in-
creasing use of foster homes in its attempts to readjust
the individual. 1,1 The guarantee of this statement has
basis in that the increase in this method of treatment is
caused or has been permitted by previous relative success
with it. A further note as to the popularity of the foster
home method of treatment is seen in that "Of the 242,929
children under foster care in the country at the last re-
port... S8% were in institutions, the others being in fos-
ter families..."^ This statement shows that 42% or 102,577
children were in foster homes at that time.
It is explained by C.C. Jones'5 that opinions differ
to this day in regard to the advantages each of these
1 Edith M. H. Baylor and Elio D. llonachesi. The
Rehabilitation of Chilcren (Harper and Brothers Publishers,
iy£9), p. 210.
2 Cheney C. Jones, "Chile V. elfare," Social V.ork Year
Book
. 1941. pp. 106, 107.
3 Ibid . . p. 107.

methods has over the other. Institutional care is consid-
ered by many to have advantage over foster home care be-
cause of its supervision and controlled environment, while
in the minds of many others the advantage is with the foster
home care by reason of its individuality and naturalness.
It does not fall within the scope of this study to discuss
further the relative merits of these two methods of treat-
ment, except to point out that of the two, the method of
foster home care is the more recent and so perhaps the
least known and understood.
As in all things dealing with such complex matters as
human personalities, there have been many failures in this
method which should be able to be eliminated with more
experience and more care in the consiceration of such
matters as the understanding of the individual in terms of
his possibilities of development in a foster home, the
recognition of what the institution has to offer in treat-
ment, and, within the scope of this stuay, the suitability
of the foster home for the individual child. "It is there-
fore of primary importance that the home be selected so as
to fit the needs of particular children. "4 Once it has
been determined that a child is in need of foster home care
the problem is one of selecting the right home, for an
4 Baylor and :.1onachesi, op_. Clt . . pp. 310, 311.

individual child will not adjust in some and will adjust,
with varying degrees of success, in others; the right home
for a child is that in which he will adjust with the most
success. As is now evident, the key to the right selection
of a foster home is in the understanding of both it and of
the child. The following statement of the problem which
this stuay endeavors to clarify is made on the basis that
its understanding is arrived at through the knowledge of
the experiences, situations, and personalities with which
the child has come in contact:
A study of factors emotionally influencing the boy
both before and during placement, with the purpose of
determining, in as far as this is possible, the compati-
bility of these factors, in terras of success, in the place-
ment process.
Because of the difficulty of understanding personality
as it is manifested by the "problem children" placed by the
Children's Aid Association, the workers interested in them
can never be confident as to the reaction of these children
once they are placed in the foster homes. Rarely can the
worker have more than a general understanding of the boy's
problems and needs and so with his superficial knowledge
selects a home ana places the boy in it, more or less
hoping that all will turn out well. The characteristics

4of personality are such that it is often impossible to
proceed in any other fashion regardless of the worker's
ability. This paper is intended as an aid toward over-
coming this difficulty by pointing out those factors both
in the boy's personality and in the home which made for or
prevented adjustment in the cases studied. Since the
individual's total personality cannot be taken into con-
sideration, this factor will be limited to the degree in
which the worker determined the boy's personality and
interpreted it. It is also hoped that there will be some
indication of the cifficulty of the placement process, that
some understanding of it as a uiethoc will be arrived at and
that there will be provided some basis for further success
in its use.
SCOPE:
The choice of material for this study has been limited
to those cases closed in 1940, which were carried by workers
who are still employees of the Children's Aid Association.
The boys, whose cases were studied, were, at the time of
referral within the 15 to 16 year old age group. The boys
of this age grouping who were placed in institutions are
not included in this study nor are the cases which were
carried by students under the supervision of their field
guides unless the field guide had had direct contact with

the boy during at least the investigation and placement
phases of the case. The number of cases that fell within
these limitations totaled 16, so that all were studied and
sampling was not necessary.
As is evident, there are no limitations as to the time
the cases were carried so that the boys, although within the
13-16 age group when referred, may have been referred many
or only one year prior to 1940 with a resultant discrepancy
in their ages at the time of" discharge. In reality, how-
ever, of the 16 cases studied, 7 were active for 1 year or
less, 4 were active for 2 years, 4 for 5 years, and 1 for
4 years.
SOURCE AND METHOD:
The material for this stuay was gathered from the case
record of each boy together with the psychological reports
and summaries from other agencies, from the record of each
foster home, and from an interview with the visitor of each
case. The data were gathered with the aid of a schedule on
which the author inscribed the material secured by reading
these records and from the interviews with the workers.
This scnedule may be found in the appendix section of this
study. Each visitor was interviewed to supplement the
records and for his interpretation of the probable reasons
for the success or failure of the placement. These

records are found in tne files of the Children* s Aid
Association of Boston.
STATEMENT OF THE ORGANIZATION:
The Children 1 s Aid Association is like a stream
formed by the union of a number of tributaries.
It now represents a combination of four agencies:
1. The Boston Female Asylum (the name was later
changed to The Boston Society for the Care of
Girls), 2. The Massachusetts Infant Asylum (the
name was later changed to Massachusetts Babies*
Hospital), 3. The Boston Children's Aid Society,
4. The North End Mission. 5
As a result of this union of different agencies, the first
of which was founded in 1800, the Association fulfills a
variety of functions, which, for the sake of better under-
standing, can be divided into group and case work operations.
Under the first of these divisions is the Home Library plan,
founded in 1338 and which draws groups of children together
for meetings, the nature of which is determined by the need
of the group. The Association also reaaily gives advice ana
assistance to communities in behalf of better programs for
the children. The case work functions and services of the
Association are numerous and varied. It provides foster
homes for children, irrespective of color or sect, who,
because of misfortune either temporary or permanent, or of
ill health, or of delinquency, cannot grow in body and
5 Baylor and l!onachesi, o_p_. ci_t
. ,
p. 40G.

character in their own homes. It gives advice to parents
or others having responsibility for children, and if such
a course is possible, tries to remedy difficulties by
improving conditions in the cnila's own home, rather than
by removing him to a foster home. It provides family tem-
porary detention homes for the Boston Juvenile Court and
for other courts and acts as an auxiliary to the Judge Baker
Guidance Center when placing is necessary. It has at its
disposal a medical clinic with the services of aoctors and
nurses. Special problems with which the Association is
concerned are conduct and personality difficulties, young
unmarried mothers with infants, feeding ana other child
difficulties, and the olaer girl who may be either delin-
quent or misunderstood.
^
DEFINITION OF TERMS :
The following terms with their definitions are offered
in order to avoid confusion in their use. These definitions
will be strictly adhered to in this study unless otherwise
specified and are the author f s own unless otherwise indi-
cated. This serves as a supplement to the more complete
explanation of the schedules found in the index.
Analysis An evaluation of the factors in terms
of compatibility based on the results
of the cases studied.
6 Ibid., pp. 496, 519.

Factors "any one of a plurality of causes or
conditions which together determine
7
a thing or an event" in as far as
these were determined by the worker.
Emotions "vivid feelings, arising immediately
from the consideration of objects
as from other prior emotions "8 in as
far as these were determined by the
worker
•
Foster home "Private homes in which dependent,
delinquent or neglected children are
qplaced for care."
Ad jus tment. ...... The adaption or accommodation of an
individual to a changing situation as
manifested by him through his actions
and as interpreted by the worker.
Personality "the aggregate of all the mental and
physical traits and processes which
characterize and distinguish a
7 James Mark Baldwin, Dictionary of Philosophy and
Psychology (New York: MacMillan Co. 1918J Vol. 1 p. 268
8 Ibid., p. 216
9 Pauline V. Young, The Social Worker's Dictionary
(Los Angeles, California: Social Work Technique, 1939) p. 30.

personality"10 in as far as these could
be determined by the worker.
With the understanding of the purpose of this paper
now arrived at, it is possible to proceed to the dis-
cussion of the material itself.
10 Frank E. Howard and Frederick E. Patry, Mental
Health (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1935) p. 545

CHAPTER II
THE FACT OF ADJUSTMENT
INTRODUCTION
It has been decided by the writer that because of the
simplicity of first presenting the problem and then pro-
ceeding by its dissection to its under standing, to present
at this point the fact of adjustment or lack of adjustment
in the cases studied. Another factor which has influenced
this decision lies in that had the presentation begun by
a consideration of all the factors with which the boy has
come into contact, much irrelevant material would necessarily
have been considered. This choice of procedure has ren-
dered the presentation more understandable to the reader
who may more easily and with more interest be on the alert
for those factors in the boy f s life which have made his ad-
justment successful or not.
At this point there are a few factors that need to
be discussed in order that a general and preliminary under-
standing of the type of problem under study be attained.
First, there is the consideration of age, which although it
is no indication into the personality of the individual in
itself, nevertheless must be kept in mind in so far as it
gives a general concept as to the difficulties of a certain
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group. This study is concerned with boys of early and
middle adolescent age. "Both at home and in the school,
adolescence becomes a critical age. The decisions which
are made by the individual, or forced upon him at this time
of life may have a far reaching effect upon his later career"^
During this period there is the striving for independence,
sex difficulties and a series of new interests all of which
necessitate new adjustments. It is also conceded by most
psychologists and others who are experienced in working
with boys of this age group, that they generally, at this
period, begin to seek their own independence from familial
bonds which presents a difficulty in the placement process
in that other parents are provided when the wish is for
no parents at all. "One of the fundamental needs of ado-
lescence is freedom, since learning to emancipate one's
self from one T s family and 'go alone' is a major need of
p
education".'"
It is to be expected therefore that this age factor
will influence the general picture of this study in so far
as 'successful cases' are concerned because of the greater
difficulty in making successful foster home placements with
1 Ernest R. Groves and Phyllis Blanchard. Mental
Hygiene (Henry Holt & Co.. 1930). d. 120
2 Walter J. Gifford and Clyde P. Shorts, Problem
of Educational Psychology (New York: Doubledav. Doran & Co.
Inc., 1921), p. 364.
f
boys of this group. Placement is more difficult precisely
because of these characteristic difficulties at this period
of life. It must also be remembered that this study is not
concerned with a demonstration of failures of successes of
the C.A.A.'- nor would it be logical or fair to arrive at
any such conclusions because the material here presented
is not representative of this agency f s work along these
lines
.
Another factor which will provide some understanding
into the type of problems that were considered for this
study lies in the examination of the agency or person
referring the case. Here, as was the case with the factor
of age, the indication of the type of boys studied is
general and arises from some knowledge of the functions
of the referring agencies. The general indication as seen
in Table I is that for the most part the problem of these
boys either were considered sufficiently severe to have
warranted a psychiatrist or analyst in their treatment or
that the boys had by their behavior necessitated a court
appearance.
More specifically it can be said that many of the
problems studied were those of "problem or behavior children"
in the sense that there existed within the boy a problem,
3 Henceforth will be used instead of Children's Aid
Association.

emotional in nature, and sufficiently severe in degree to
warrant his removal from his own home and placement in a
foster home. This serves to distinguish these problems
from those of a minority of the cases studied where it
existed in the environment such as in the case where the
mother's immoral conduct necessitated the child ,fs removal
from the home. This minority group is made up of four of
the 16 cases studied.
TABLE I
Relation of Cases to Referring Agency or Person.
Referring, agency. No. of Boys
Juvenile Court 6*
Judge Baker Guidance Center 2
Psychiatric Clinic or Hospital 3
Family Welfare Society 2*
Division of Child Guidance 1
Society for Prevention of Cruelty to Children.
1
School Visitor
Total 16
-*Each asterisk refers to two boys who were at the
time of the referral being seen at the Judge Baker
Guidance Center, where they were receiving the aid
of a psychiatrist.
With the knowledge of these factors, as limited as
they may be in providing understanding, some insight into
the types of problems, in terms of the difficulties they
offer in the placement process, is obtained.
Although this study is not interested in the appraise
of the successful and non-successful cases as such, the
relative proportion between these two classifications will

nevertheless influence its perspective.
The criterion by which the worker interested in each
case was asi-ted to judge the case successful or not was, in
his opinion, whether or not the boy coula remain in the foster
home in which he had been placed in terras of profiting from
his total experiences there, in the light of either the prob-
lem that precipitated placement or the development of new
problems. In all the cases considered here as non-successful,
it was, in the worker's opinion, necessary to remove the boy
from the foster home to avoid further detriment to himself in
terms of either his own feelings, his relationship with the
worKer or his relationship with his foster parents.
As can readily be observed in Table II, a rather large
proportion of the cases were considered, by the worker in-
terested in them, as unsuccessful.
TABLE II
Relation of Cases Studied to Success or Non-success
of Adjustment in Foster Homes.
Success No. of Boys
,
4
Kon-sueeessfu] "IP.
Total 16
high number of unsuccessful cases will necessitate
a relatively large portion of this study be concerned pri-
marily with those factors that have influenced a lack of ad-
justment rather than those that nave produced an adequate ad-
justment in the foster home. The latter will be considered

in their due proportion.
INDICATION OF ADJUSTMENT:
The next consideration is with the indications of adjust'
merit or non-adjustment in the foster home upon which the work-
er in each case based himself to judge the case successful or
not. As is evident, the worker could only make this decision
on the basis of the boy's manifestation. Many questions must
necessarily go unanswered at this and other points where the
subjectivity of the workers in the cases enters the picture
to such an extent. The problem is only increased when it
is shown that the 16 cases studied were nandled by three
different workers. Their criteria for the interpretation of
the boy's manifestation depends on their previous experience,
training, and personalities. It was impossible to offer some
common criteria as the interpretation had already been given
and acted upon, so that a manifestation which one worker
considered as an indication of non-adjustment might not have
been considered by another as such. To this difficulty there
is added the one of the manifestation itself in the light
of the boy's personality. There is no way of determining
if the manifestation was sincere or not, if its course could
not have been eliminated without removal or if a specific
manifestation in one boy 6hould carry the same significance
as a similar manifestation in another boy. These
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problems must go unanswered cue to the time limitations unaer
which this study must be completed and to the difficulties
they involve. Table III gives only a general concept of these
indications of adjustment.
TABLE III
Relation of Cases Studied to Indications of Adjust-
ment in Foster Homes.
Ino i cations No. of Boys
Boy's complaint 4
No improvement of problem 2
Development of other problems 6
Voluntary assumption of responsibilities* 2
Non-recurrence of problem* 2
Total 16
*These items include only boys whose adjustment was
considered successful.
By classification of "boy's complaint'' in Table III is
meant oral complaint or criticism on his part. This is ex-
plained because of the confusion it may create with the other
classifications which may be and in truth are a type of com-
plaint of the situation in which the boy finds himself. In
all of the instances of the boy's complaint, it was directed
toward the foster home or toward its personnel. In one case
it was directed toward the foster mother, in another toward
the foster home situation as a punishment process and in the
two remaining instances only toward the foster home itself in
,
general as the boys could not or did not wish to point out any
specific item upon which to base their complaints.

In the two cases where nno improvement of the problem"
warranted that the worker judge them unsuccessful in their
adjustment it must be stated that both were referred by the
Psychopathic Hospital and were taken by the C.A.A. on an ex-
perimental basis only. One of these boys had a severe gener-
al tic and the other had a diagnosis of Huntington^ Chorea.
It was believed that both these ailments had basis in emo-
tional disturbances brought about by unfavorable home situa-
tions. To make treatment possible in both these cases, re-
moval from the home had been recommended by the psychiatrist.
As is seen in Table III, the development of another type
of problem is the most common indication of non-adjustment in
the cases studied. As was the case with the other boys, who
were considered non-adjusted, the foster home placement to-
gether with the psychiatric aid which six of the boys were
receiving in conjunction with the placement was insufficient
in the treatment of the cause of these problems. The problems
as manifested by the boys of this stuay are considered symp-
tomatic so that even if the original problem does not recur,
the development of a new one carries the implication the ori-
ginal did, namely the continued presence of the cause at
least in its effects. Of the other problems that developed,
three were school difficulties, of which two were truanting
ana the other failure in studies, and the other three were
difficulties in the foster home, of which one was a runaway
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and the two others were disobedient and stubborn.
The indications of adjustment as can be seen in Table III
are only two in number. This is due to the small number of
cases that fall into this category. By the voluntary assump-
tion of responsibilities is meant any general indication, over
a period of time sufficient to indicate that it is more than
a passing fancy, that the boys have a sense of belonging in
the foster home which they manifest by willingly contributing
in whatever household or maintenance work they chose. Of
course, it could not be determined if these boys performed
these tasks out of a need to acquire independence over the
situation or out of any other need, so that if they performed
these tasks over a sufficient period of time it was assumed
that it was out of a sense of belonging in the foster home
situation.
The two boys who are classified under 'non-recurrence of
problem' were so designated because although their problem
did recur it aid not to the extent of necessitating the remov-
al of the boys from the foster home. In fact, in both these
cases the problems arose in always diminishing intensity until
that time when they totally disappeared. As the problems
arose they were adequately handled by the foster parents with
the aid of the worker. This classification also means, of
course, that no other problem was developed which could not
adequately be handled by the foster parents.

PROBABLE REASONS:
With this consideration of adjustment ana its indica-
tions as manifested by the boys under study, it is now pos-
sible to proceed to a discussion of the probable reasons for
the adjustment or non-adjustment.
The reasons which will now be studied can only be called
probable because of the difficulty involved of attributing
any result to a specific set of causes in the evaluation of
human personalities. A further difficulty exists in deter-
mining the degree in which certain sets of factors influence
certain types of behavior. It is impossible that every in-
fluencing factor be considered for these were not Known to
the case worker interested in the problem nor would it have
been possible for him to determine them due to their complex-
ity and the limitations under which the worker must make his
contacts. In view of these difficulties this paper will be
limited to those factors which have come to the worker's at-
tention with the interpretation he has given them in terms
of causation and degree of causation. The worker's inter-
pration is not given for every factor known to him but for
those only he believed important in influencing the adjust-
ment in the foster nome.
As the analysis of these reasons is the main focus of
this stuay, all else will be directed to the exposition and
explanation of this point. For the remainder of this chapter
attention will be given to the probable reasons stated briefly

and classified, and in the two following chapters they will
be viewed as influenced by factors in the boy's life during
placement and secondly as influenced by the factors in the
boy T s life before placement. For the purposes of classifica-
tion only the most important factors, in the worker's opinion,
will be tabulated. It must be realized that in no instance
was the adjustment or non-adjustment contributed to solely by
a single factor but rather by a multitude of them. For class-
ification, however, the examination of all these factors is
impossible. Even with this disregard for the various and
complicated factors that have influenced each boy, it is yet
difficult to classify the most important one in terms of find-
ing something common in the various cases. This difficulty
necessitates the use of general terms in the classification.
As can be seen in Table IV these factors are considered in the
light of the boy's personality and not in that of the foster
home adequacies or inadequacies.
TABLE IV
Relation of Cases to Their Probable Reason for
Non-adjustment.
Reason for Non-Aa.justment No. of Boys
Boy's attachment to his own home 4
Constitutional inadequacy k
Boy's rejection of the foster home 6
Total 1
These will- enter the discussion in a following chapter when
the influences of the foster home will be contemplated. Be-
cause of these difficulties Table IV can only five an

incomplete understanding of the total situation.
It is therefore believed necessary to examine each item
in order that a more complete insight may be obtained. Under
the item of "attachment to his own home" are classified those
boys who were either overattached to their own parents, were
placed in a locality which aid not facilitate a sufficient
break in their home relations, or were visited by their pa-
rents in the foster nome s.o frequently as not to permit the
boys to develop normal ties in it. 3y "overattachment to the
parent" is meant that the bpy was dependent on the parent's
relationship to satisfy in him a need of affection for itself
or to prevent other disagreeable feelings in himself by its
omission. This is seen in the case of John in which instance
the worker felt that the probable reasons for his non-adjust-
ment in the foster home were (l) the boy complained he had no
occasion to find employment in tne vicinity of his placement,
(2) his attachment to his own home, and (3) his ambivalent
feelings toward his mother, with their accompanying anxiety.
The worker in this case felt that the complaint regarding em-
ployment was only something concrete the boy grasped to expres
his dislike for the entire situation while the two other rea-
sons were of more importance. The worKer felt further that
the anxiety the boy haa over his feelings toward his mother,
feelings of love and hate, was such that ne felt the need
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to be with her both to reassure himself of her love and to
prevent the feeling of guilt which staying away from her oc-
casioned. The only other instance of overattachment to a pa-
rent was in the case of Frank: in his relation to his stepmother.
The worker in this case felt that Frank had similar mixed feelJ
ings toward his stepmother as aid John. Another reason for
non-adjustment was in the presence of three boys in the home
who rivaled Frank in the affection of the foster parents.
Both these boys needed tne affection of their mothers. The
little they had received had perhaps influenced their own
feelings toward them which in turn influenced tneir attitude
toward the new situation.
In the only instance where the locality of the placement
did not permit a sufficient break in the boy T s home relations,
another reason in the non-adjustment, was that the mother used
the C.A.A. as a threat to the boy. Eouglas was placed in the
outskirts of his own city, he attended the same school and
played with the same friends. Tne boy continued his usual ac-
tivities without interruption by the placement. On his way to
the foster home from school he often stopped to see his mother
whose rejection caused him to have mixed feelings toward her.
The worker felt Douglas was seeing his mother often in an
effort to reassure himself of her love, which reassurance the
boy could not obtain from her, so that later he was seeing
her in an effort to hurt her by telling her how he

preferred his placement, which in truth he resented, to his
own home. This misbehavior only caused the boy more anxiety,
for the mother understanding this used the C.A.A. as a threat
to him. This use of the agency by the mother only succeeded
in making the boy more resentful of the placement.
Victor is the only case in which the worker felt that
the frequent visits of the father was the most important
single factor in the non-adjustment of the boy to the foster
home. Other reasons stated were the boy's dull mentality,
snd his need for constant and severe discipline which he did
not receive in the foster home. Victor disliked the frequent
visits of his father and of his brother-in-law because, it
was felt, these visits reminded him of the religious differ-
ences in the home. Despite these differences there was strong
family cohesion which the boy felt was threatened by them.,
This in turn threatened his security in his own home.
The next item of classification as seen in Table IV is
"the boy's constitutional inadequacy". The two boys in this
item are Louis and Buster. The former had a diagnosis of
severe general tic and Buster haa Huntington's Chorea. Bust-
er's illness was considered trie only important reason for his
unadjustment while in Louis' case there was also the factor
of the foster mother's unwillingness to cooperate with the
psychiatrist. It is perhaps not giving the true picture to
look at either of the^e cases in the light of non-adjustment

since the criteria by which the adjustment would have been
evaluated as successful were too difficult to establish in a
short period of time, but once an understanding of the diffi-
culty of these two cases is reached, there will still remain
the fact that the foster home placement did not aid these
boys in their problem. Louis 1 removal from the home was nec-
essary because of a marked increase in the manifestation of
his illness, and Buster, who had been removed to a foster
home in order to facilitate psychiatric treatment, was in a
situation where this treatment was more difficult than prior
to the placement.
Under the item of "boy's rejection of the foster home"
which as seen in Table IV, encloses the largest number of
boys, fall those cases in which, in general, tne reason for
non-adjustment seemed to lie in some difficulty between the
boy and the foster home. In the first of these instances,
the reason of non-adjustment was felt to be in Bill's pattern
of behavior when confronted with a problem. This pattern con-
sisted in fleeing the reality of the situation. When a diffi-
culty arose in the foster home, Bill sought to run away from
it so that it was felt he could no longer stay in the home,
and the difficulty could not be dispelled nor could he be in-
fluenced to accept it.
Richard was considered non-adjusted because he contin-
uously truanted from school and ran away from the foster home.

The worker however did not feel he could point out any speci-
fic reason in the boy's personality why this was so, but felt
that the reason was in the foster home and the boy's reaction
to it, so that the case was included under tnis item.
It was felt that James had not adjusted because of his
resentfulness over the necessity of placement which he had
accepted only as an alternative to a conmit raent to Shirley,
a school for delinquent boys. He never accepted the place-
ment sufficiently to permit himself to enter the foster home
family circle as entirely as the other boys who were there
did. It was judged best to remove him from the foster home
not because of any severe indication of non-adjustment but
because it was felt he was forcing himself to stay from the
fear of going to Shirley. James was also very much attached
to his father. He was included under this item because of
his attitude toward the foster home.
It was felt that George failed to ...ajust in the home be-
cause of his need for the attention of the foster parents.
The boy had adjusted up till the time when the foster parents
had a son of their own which necessarily demanded a sharing
of the parents' affection. George could not accept this new
situation because of his neec for affection of the foster
father especially, who began to reject him when the boy man-
ifested non-adjustment.
Abbott was making progress in school and according to
all evidences was making a good adjustment in the foster home
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He suddenly fell down on his trust ana ran away from the home
for no reason that could be determined. The worker felt that
the reason, however, probably existed in the boy f s relationship
to the two other boys in the home and not in his relation-
ships with anyone in his own home, which explains the appear-
ance of this ca.se under this item. The worker felt that
Abbott may possibly have been jealous of the attention the
other boys were receiving.
Of Paul, it can perhaps be more truly said he rejected
the foster home. It was felt that this boy would have made
a successful adjustment if he had not haa cause to reject the
foster mother who was very critical of him. The boy could
not accept this criticism which the worker felt was her way
of showing the boy she did not like him.
As it has become evident, the consideration of these
reasons to this point have been related to cases of non-ad-
justment. The ciscussion now turns to those related to ad-
justment. Despite the difficulties involved in attempting
to attribute the non-adjustment to a specific reason it is
yet more difficult to thus attribute the adjustment, for in
the negative aspect there is always some specific manifesta-
tion of the non-adjustment while the adjustment is often
based on the absence of any manifestation to the contrary.
Because of this absence of any positive manifestation ex-
cept for an occasional "the boy was happy" or "nis neeas were
fulfilled" no classification is attempted. The indications

of adjustment previously considered cannot be made use of
here since they were not considered in the light of the boy's
personality. In order to arrive at some understanding as to
why these boys adjusted each case will be examined specific-
ally.
Dan's oersonality was described as emotionally immature,
sensitive about his lack of stature, but with a winning mann-
er. It was felt that he needea to be recognized more as a
man than as a child, which he haa been considered in his own
family group. It is believed that this recognition played
an imoortant part in the boy's adjustment together with the
lacK of strong family ties which permitted a stronger attach-
ment to the foster parents.
Robert's probable reason for adjustment is closely alliec,
to that of Dan in that it was felt that Robert was also in
need of understanding and recognition which he failed to re-
ceive in his own home, and which was given him in the foster
home. Perhaps due to the lack of understanding in his own
home, neither did this boy have any strong attachment to it.
Kenneth's personality was described as rather weak,
suggestible, with no compelling interests nor drive in life,
good natured, with no real enthusiasm and rather immature in
his general attitudes. As it is suggested by this description
of his personality, this boy's adjustment was successful in
p-irt because he was placed in a better environment where the

influences were good and where the other boys in the home in-
fluenced him to participate in different activities.
Edward ! s adjustment was successful cue to the fact that
in the first place he was placed on a temporary basis only
which seemed to make a considerably different impression on
him than would a permanent placement. In this instance it
carried the implication of a summer vacation. It was not till
after the boy wen in the home for some time on this basis that
a permanent placement was decided upon. The boy had haa amale
time to develop ties in the foster home prior to this decision
so that it was felt he was in a position to accept it. Edward
had not manifested any behavior difficulty and nlacement was
to provide supervision only.
In this chapter have been examined the preliminary facts
of the boy f s age and referring agency, the fact of adjustment
and its influence on the trend of this study, the indications
of adjustment together with individual item explanation and
lastly the probable reasons for tne adjustment together with
individual case exposition.
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CHAPTFR III
BEFORE PLACEMENT
INTRODUCTION
:
The fact of adjustment in the foster homes thus examined
the study now passes to the analysis of those factors in the
boy's pre-placement experience which have influenced this ad-
justment.
In this chapter, as in the following one, the consioera-
tion will be limited to those factors which the worker has
believed more important in developing those traits in the boy
which have influenced his adjustment in the foster home, llore
specifically these traits are the needs and the personality
of the individual boy in the light of their influence on the
adjustment
.
FACTORS IN THE BOY'S OWN HOME:
The ages of the children, together with the agency or
person who bad referred them to the C.A.£. have been pre-
viously studied.
Closely allied to the question of the referring agency
or person is that of the reason for referral which will now
be examined
.
For the purposes of this discussion the reason for re-
ferral will be viewed as the manifestation of the problem
and not as the problem itself. The reasons for referral

are considered manifestations because they are external acts
by which the individual expresses internal feelings. "Stealing
is a symptom. It is seldom done just for the sake of the de-
sired object". 1 The same may be said for truanting ana sex
difficulties. It is generally accepted that these symptoms
are not motivated by any standard cause but rather that these
vary in each individual, depending on his Personality and its
influences. Since the aim of this chapter is to arrive at the
understanding of the more important factors in the boy's own
home influencing his adjustment in the foster home, the tables
offered must be supplemented by the examination of each case.
Therefore, with the aid of Table V as a guide, each case will
be explained in this matter of reason for referral.
As it is seen in Table V,the largest number of cases
fall under the item of "need for supervision" which is ex-
plained in that under this item have been included those boys
whose manifestations were so varied that they could not be
easily included under any of the other items. Under this item
also are included those boys who were accepted on a superviso-
ry basis. More specifically, these cases were of Edward who
was recommended for a summer placement on a temporary basis,
Douglas to free him from his mother's rejecting attitude,
1 Harry J. Ba^er and Virginia Troohagen. The Diagnosis
and Treatment of Behavior - Problem Children . (Nev. York: The
MacMillan Company, X93 7) pp. Zc7, >JiS.
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Kenneth to provide him a home as his parents could not, George
to remove him from the home of undesirable relatives, Frank
and Victor to remove them from family friction situations,
and of Abbott who was a runaway and a truant.
Under the item of "stealing" are included John who mani-
fested his problem by school difficulty, breaking, entering
and larceny; Dan, Robert, and Paul who also were found guilty
of larceny.
Under the item of "physiological manifestation" are
included Louis and Buster who were accepted on an experimental
basis
.
Under that of "sex difficulty" are included Richard,
who had exhibited himself; Bill, who masturbated excessive-
ly; and James, who had been charged with a sex attack on his
sister
.
Although the above is more directly concerned with the
symptoms of the problem, it may nevertheless be observed
that in all but five of the cases the boys are themselves,
by their behavior, the stimulating cause for their placement,
while in these five the stimulating cause is in the home situ-
ation. This aoes not mean, however, that the ultimate cause
for the boy's behavior is not in the home situation in these
11 cases but only that the primary factor which caused their
placement was in their manifestation.

TA3LE V
Relation of Cases to Reason for Referral.
Reason for referral No. of boys
Needs for supervision
Stealing
Sex difficulty
Physiological manifestation
4*-*-
Total 16
-"Each asterisk refers to a boy who raaae a success-
ful adjustment.
The examination now passes to the factor of the boy's owr
home situation in terms of its personnel. As is seen in Table
VI, the largest majority of the cases fall under the item of
"mother with less than 2 siblings." In one of these cases only
was there a stepfather, in another the parents h.r.d become di-
vorced, in another the father was dead, in two cases the father
had deserted, and in the two remaining instances the situation
of the father was unknown, except that he was not in the home.
In those three cases under the item of "father, only child,"
all of the mothers had aied shortly after the birth of the boy
under study. Of these three cases, in two the presence of a
stepmother was noted. Although it aoes not directly fall wi-
thin the scope of this study, it may nevertheless be noted that
the majority of the cases studied came from homes which did not
provide an adequate mother or father figure, or stated other-
wise from homes broken by death, divorce, or desertion. The
relatively small number of cases upon which this study is based
perhaps explains the differences of its findings with those of
the authors quoted below in the matter of the type of home in
relation to behavior difficulties. Contrary to the general
opinion in this matter "This rank indicates that broken

homes are not among the more frequent or serious causes of be-
havior difficulty in children. The crucial element, as in many-
other factors, lies in the handling of the problem."2 This
last statement is well in agreement with the findings of this
study, namely that the major reasons in the fact of adjustment
lie not so much in the situations but rather in the personali-
ties in the situations affecting the boy.
TABLE VI
Relation of Gases to Family Personnel.
Family Personnel No. of boys
Mother with less than 2 siblings 7**
Mother, Father, 4 siblings or less 4**
Mother, Father, more than 4 siblings 2
Father, only child .3
Total 16
*Each asterisk refers to a boy who made a success-
ful adjustment.
The factors of religion and occupation of the parents
seemed to have little or no direct influence on the adjustment
in the foster home of the boys of this study. In the only two
homes the boy's own parents were of different religion, no
friction over this difference was observed. The factor of
occupation in those cases where the mother was without the
support of her husband played an indirect role in that the
mother's occupation in three instances necessitated that she
seek placement for her child, as she could not adequately sup-
2. Ibid . . p. 296

ervise him. In all of those six cases where the mother was
working there may also have been the indirect influence of her
lack of suoervision, but no importance was attached to this in
the records or in the interviews. The occupation of tne father
also did not prove of influence except in how it related to the
economic status of the family.
As is seen in Table VI, 12 of the boys under study had
siblings and three were the "only child." The number of siblings
and the rank the boy has in the total picture also could be
discussed, but nere again the situation is not solely dependent
on these factors but rather on the control the parents have
over the situation and their ability to overcome whatever diffi
culties these situations present. This is again related to the
parents T personalities which will be considered in a general
form further on and more specifically in relation to the in-
dividual boy when the individual cases are considered.
In no instance did the worker in the case consider the
item of "economic status" of importance in the boy's adjust-
ment to the foster home, nor was it considered of influence in
the matter of the boy's personality. This was explained by
the workers on the grounds that the boys were not sufficiently
intimate with the family economic situation to be emotionally
influenced by it. For those boys that were included under the
item of "stealing" in Table V, the workers explained that this
manifestation was not a result of their economic status but of
some other emotional need of the boy.

In five cases there was found to be another adult person
in the home who had some influence over the boy. In one case
this person was a grandmother, in another a grandfather, in
another a stepfather, and in the two remaining cases stepmoth-
ers. It was felt that each of these other persons in the home
was, in every case, an unhealthy influence on the boy. Their
individual influence will be viewed in the discussion of each
case
.
The study now arrives at a general consideration of the
parental personalities. Table VII gives some indication as to
single individual traits that were found in the parents* per-
sonalities. These were gathered on the basis of their influ-
ence on the boy. Only those traits which seemed to affect him
most were considered.
TABLE VII
More Important Personality Traits of Boys' Parents.
Item Mother Father
Neurotic 2 2
Cruelty 2 2
Rejection "6
Immorality 1
Ineffectual!, ty 2 2
Favoritism 1 2
Alcoholism 1
Self-centered 1
Total 12 9
The item of "understanding" was not included because it was
felt it would be readily understood that no adequate understand-
ing was found in any of the parents since the cases had been
I
referred to the agency. The matter of the degree in which
these traits existed in each parent also cannot be determined.
Since only the predominant trait in each personality is ex-
posed in Table VII some of these traits could be existing in
the same person but not with equal influence on the boy.
Those cases falling under the item of "neurotic" were diag-
nosed as such by a psychiatrist. These were the only instances
where the parents had had a contact with a psychiatrist so that
had all the parents been examined those included under this
item might have been more numerous. In all the remaining items
the worker's diagnosis was relied upon. Under the item of "cru-
elty" are included those parents whose discipline toward the
child was considered extremely severe. The item of "rejection"
includes those parents who outwardly preferred the boy to be
placed in another home. The item of "ineffectuality" includes
those parents who were extremely inadequate and indifferent in
the matter of the boy's problem. Under the item of "favoritism'
are included those parents who either favored the boy of this
study or nis siblings.
No trait common to any of the cases in relation to the
item of family personality was found so that only the examina-
tion of each case will reveal this influence when it was found
to be a direct one on the boy's adjustment in the foster home.
INDIVIDUAL CASES AND ANALYSIS:
The importance and the necessity of the analysis of each
case has been previously demonstrated in terms of the inadequacy

of the examination of each item separately and toward arriving
at an understanding of the total picture. In the consideration
of these individual cases only those factors which the worker
believed important will be exposed. The total picture it is
necessary to arrive at for understanding is not the total pic-
ture of the boy's personality but the total picture of the boy f 3
personality inasmuch as this influenced his adjustment in the
foster home.
Case 1 . John . The mother is the dominant figure in the
home. She is overly clean and on this account she often nags
the children and the father. She is extremely severe in disc-
iplining her children and has frequently given them severe
beatings.
The father is interested in the children but is a mild,
meek, and inadequate person whose occupation as a chauffeur
often ta^es him from the home for several days.
The siblings, of which there are six, have all, with one
exception, succeeded in leaving the home complaining of the
mother's hounding attitude. The other sibling remaining in the
home is becoming a school problem.
The family is economically comfortable.
John fears his mother and does not tell her of his school
difficulties. He wishes to leave the home but accepts place-
ment only as a substitute to reform school. He is insecure in
his feelings toward his mother and does not understand her
attitudes toward himself and the other siblings. John has an
I.Q. of 104 and has good mechanical ability and interests. As
he did not wish to return to school, he was placed with the
understanding that he find employment. The boy regarded the
C.A.A. as an agency of authority as he had been referred to it
directly from the court. John was often interested in return-
ing home but could never stay for a long period because of his
mother's attitude.
Despite and because of the mother's relationship with the
boy he felt himself in an anxiety creating relationship with
her. He loved his mother, inasmuch as she was his mother and
inasmuch as the other children did not. The mother often com-
plained of the lack of love her children manifested toward her.
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On the other hand John feared his mother because of her disc-
iplining which also may have brought feelings of hate toward
her. The boy became confused over these feelings and was not
sufficiently emotionally secure to accept them so that he often
returned to the home to see if the mother was really the person
he loved or not. Because of the anxiety these feelings cre-
ated in nim he was unable to find satisfaction in the new situa
tion which he felt had been forced on him. The boy could not
accept his own feelings of hate toward the mother ana so could
not accept the new situation which took him from her. This
would have been the equivalent of hating her as it would mean
that he wished to be away from her.
Case 2, Dan. The mother dominates the ham situation.
She is extremely emotional and uncooperative in the boy's treat
ment. Her relationship with the boy is over-protective, and sh
regards him as an infant.
The father is evasive, defensive of the children, and ex-
treme in their punishment. There is much quarreling between
the parents who dominate and limit the children's activities.
A sister, who is only two years the boy's senior, also
treats him as a child.
The boy is small of stature and is very sensitive to this.
He is emotionally immature but has a winning manner. Dan has
an I.Q. of 99. He is deaf in one ear but otherwise has a nega-
tive health history. The boy's school adjustment is considered
good
.
The attitudes that Dan was facing in the home drove him to
show his parents that he was not the infant they considered him
He chose to steal as this is considered a man's rather than a
boy's activity. The lack of understanding and the mother's
emotional outlook, together with the insecurity in the home be-
cause of the many quarrels there, did not make for any strong
_
•
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attachments to it. Dan* therefore, was pleased to lesve, es-
pecially when he found himself in a new situation where he was
accepted for his age and not his stature.
Case Z . Robert . The mother is of fairly good intelligenc
is hard-working ana interested in the children and in the home,
but lacks understanding of their problems.
The father is a steady worker with no outside interests.
He is confused by the boy's behavior but is nevertheless fond
of him. Although there is a difference of religion in the pa-
rents, it is not a source of friction of which none was detectec
in the home.
Robert was a quiet, friendly boy who haa become resentful
over authority. He was cooperative with the worker however.
He has fair average mental ability. He has received endocrine
treatment for his obesity regarding which he is sensitive.
Robert had been influenced by other boys to steal.
-
»
Exceot for the lack of understanding and the severe disc-
iplining this boy received because of his delinquencies it is
difficult to understand why he was unadjusted in the home situ-
ation from the material offered. The lack of understanding and
its consequent lack of recognition, together with the tendency
of the parents to consider him younger than his years, influ-
enced the boy to assert himself in the eyes of his friends
which he could uo by stealing.
Case 4 . Louis . The mother has no understanding whatever
of the boy T s problem and is embarrased over sex matters.
The father has a ministerial attitude toward the children
and does a great deal of moralizing. He is very critical of
the boy and has very little sympathy or understanding for him.
He often ridicules Louis' tic and is severe in his punishment
of the children.
Nothing is known of the siblings except that Alice, the
oldest of therii, was in constant conflict with the father, who
also quarrels with the mother.
The mother and father hove not slept together for the past
four years and he rarely speaks to her. The relationship be-
tween the mother and father is that of a servant and master,
the father being the master.
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Louis Goes not have much respect for his father and does
not rely on his promises. He is anxious to be out of the home.
The boy's I.Q. is 92, and his interests are along sexual lines.
The boy T s tic has limited his outside contacts, and he has been
out of school for two years.
The father is the important individual in this case. His
relationship with the boy ana with the family in general is
an undesirable one. The boy's sex interests are perhaps a
spite for the father. In this case treatment with the psychia-
trist was impossible because of this father relationship which
was felt to be extremely harmful to the boy. As it has been
previously mentioned the unsuccessful adjustment was not so
much due to the personality of the ooy but rather to his ill-
ness, which probably had progressed under the father's influ-
ence to such an extent that treatment in a foster home was
impossible.
Case 5 . Buster . The mother was psychoneurotic with reac-
tive depression, unstable ana nagging. She was irritating to
the children and lacked understanding of the boy's problem.
The father had died a short while prior to the placement
but was toaown to be a poor workingman with a constitutionally
psychopatic paranoid personality.
The family relationships were characterized by the irri-
tation caused the mother ana the two siblings by the boy's
problem.
Buster was childish in his behavior and attitudes and his
interests were completely outside of his capabilities. His
I.Q. was SI. Buster had a aiagnosis of Huntington's Chorea.
He did not get along well with other boys.
This boy with a psychoneurotic mother was also olaced in
order that treatment be effective for him. As in the previous
case the unsuccessful adjustment of this boy was not due to his
personality directly but rather to his illness.
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Case 6 . Fdward. The mother is sickly and self-centered.
She is, however, interested in the boy and wishes to do the
right thing for him. Her occupation as a mill worker kept hei
away from the home during the day.
Of the father little is known except that he was an alco-
holic and continued deserter.
Edward is described as hyperactive, outgoing and inqui-
sitive with a seemingly high average intelligence. The boy has
numerous and varied interests.
This boy, it will be remembered, was accepted on a super-
visory basis. However, his personality dia play a role in his
adjustment. The factors that may have contributed toward his
lacK of attachment to his own home and which permitted the
development of attachment in the foster home were that his fa-
ther was a deserter and his mother was in the mills all day.
The boy, therefore, had limited contacts with both of his pa-
rents and had probably learned the necessity of being able to
get along with othei* people at an early age.
Case 7 . Richard . The mother is an extremely weak person:
she permitted her brothers to have intercourse with her daugh-
ters. She is defensive of her children.
The father is a sick person and is rather confused mental-
ly. He is heloless in difficulties.
All the six siblings with one exception seem to be sexual-
ly inclined. The family relationships are confused and it was
impossible to clarify them. There is question of the parentage,
of Richard. It is suspected that he is the illegitimate son of
one of the older daughters. The boy is aware of this possibil-
ity.
Richard is a quiet retiring boy who is frightened of aaults,
passive and disturbed about sex difficulties. He has exhibited
himself to a small girl. He has an I.Q. of 113. He haa a dis-<
liKe for school which he carried over into the placement phase.
It is rather easy to understand that this boy, with the
influence of his environment, snowed some sex interest. The
boy was aware of the sex activities in the home and that there
was question of <:is legitimacy. He was nevertheless attached
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to his mother but not sufficiently to influence the adjustment
in the foster home. The boy was confused over his own sex
delinquency perhaps in that he did not cotesider it wrong since
it was the type of thing that his environment, in the person
of his mother, did not look dov/n on. His confusion over this
matter apparently was not dislodged by the placement.
Ca s e 3 . Douglas . The mother rather consciously rejects
the boy and insists on his removal from the nome. She is pun-
ishing in her attitude toward him ana has many personal prob-
lems which she cannot face.
Nothing is Known of the father. Two older brothers are
working and are doing Well. They are critical of the boy and
have assumed the responsibility of disciplining him.
The maternal grandmother is living in tne home ana fre-
quently quarrels with the boy and the mother. The grandmother
had previously indulged the boy with affection but suddenly
turned against him.
The boy is resentful of the plan for his placement and is
anxious to hurt his mother. He is not able to accept his
mother T s rejection. He has an I.Q. of 101 and has limited
interests in the scouts.
Douglas felt himself rejected from the home by every mem-
ber within it. His brothers by their disciplining , his mother
by her insistence that he leave the home, and the grandmother
by her frequent quarrels with him. The boy, feeling hurt by
his mother, wished to remain with her anc by teasing and mis-
behaving hurt her in return. This influenced the adjustment
of the boy in the foster home since in the new situation he
could not carry on his own plans. The boy was also confused
by his feelings toward his mother as he was to some degree
aware of them. He also resented her favoritism of the older
boys which only increased his feeling of being rejected.
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Case 9 . Bill . The mother is a hard worker with little
sympathy for the boy and also little understanding for his
problem. She considers him oversexed like his father and re-
gards the sex problem as something that can be beaten out of
the boy. She favors the older sibling. She has guilt feelings
over her own sexual promiscuities curing her youth.
Nothing is known of the father. There is an olaer boy who
is favored by the motner ana who is reported to be illegitimate.
Bill is rather friendly anc is not clear in his ideas
about his family; he is ambivalent toward them. He falls back
on his mother, who rejects him, to make his plans. He lac^s
security and is a pronounced masturbator. Bill has an I.Q. of
95 with interests in mechanical work. He has difficulty in
school because of his defiant attitude.
Due to the mother's attitude toward this boy, he has de-
veloped feelings toward her which cause him anxiety and which
have influenced his adjustment in the foster home. The mother
evidently rejected this boy by identifying him with his father
who she had often claimed was no good. The fact that the older
boy was favored by his mother was sufficient to cause him to
feel insecure and the mother's attitude and lack of understand-
ing were sufficient to maintain it. The boy, despite his ambi-
valent feelings toward his mother and because of his insecurity,
always relied on her for his plans. This attitude was carried
over into the foster home situation so that the boy could not
make his own decisions and felt the need for his mother in
this. The foster mother was not able to replace the mother in
this respect.
Case 10 . Kenneth . The mother is ineffectual and spineless
but fond of her children. She is rather confused by life and
rather helpless when faced by a.ny real problem. She is attached
to Kenneth and protective of him.
Little is known of the divorced father. The family is not
living together. Two siblings are placed by another agency and
Kenneth was in a boarding school up to the time of his discharge
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for having been suspected of writing an obscene note.
The boy is rather weak and suggestible, he has no compel-
ling interests and no drive in life. He shows no enthusiasm
but is good natured. He is rather immature in his general
attitudes and has an I.Q. of 100.
Kenneth was not a problem boy. He was accepted for place-
ment because his mother could not provide a home for him. Ac-
customed to being away from home the boy did not have any
strong attachments to it. He was mature enough to accept the
fact that the mother could not provide for him. Being a rather
weak boy of character he easily took the influence of the fos-
ter home which was of the type he needed.
Case 11 . James . The mother is self -centered, excitable,
not very intelligent and antagonistic toward the father. She
is anxious to have the boy out of the home because she is
afraid of him. She is overly conscious of sex.
The father is cruel ano. brutal with the children but has
always sided with the boy in his quarrels with the mother.
There is much antagonism in the family; the boy and father line
up against the mother and daughter. The boy spies on the moth-
er for the father. The marriage was a forced one.
The boy is sullen and antagonistic and accepted placement
only because the alternative was a reform school. James has an
I.Q. of 39, with radical ideas regarding his rights. He does
not have many strong interests and is too confused by the fam-
ily situation to express them.
This boy is confused over the attitude of his mother toward
him and the general antagonistic feelings in the home. The boy
has loyalty to the family, however, in that he was too attached
to it in order to adjust in a foster home. This loyalty may
have been for the father whom the boy liked because the father
always sided with him in his arguments and whom, on the other
hand, he disliked because of his cruelty in matters of disci-
pline. Another factor which influenced the adjustment of this

case was the boy's antagonistic attitude toward his mother
which he carried over into the new situation and in more subtle
form toward the foster mother.
Case 12. George * The mother is attached to the boy and
is interested in his welfare. She is a weak person who is
dominated by her relatives.
The father deserted. The family influence was not great
on this boy as he lived for a long time with relatives who
often quarreled and appeared drunk in front of the boy with
whom they woula then fight.
George was frienaly, easy-going, and lethargic. He is
suggestible but bosses younger children. He is of average
mental ability with no interests.
As is seen from the picture this boy ma^es in the foster
home, it is not difficult to understand why he thrives on
parental love. He never had any family life to speak of for
his father had deserted and his mother had immediately put
him with relatives where he again failed to receive any paren-
tal affection. In this light it can be seen why he resented
the arrival of any other individual in the foster home which
meant that once again the attention which he needed woula be
tarten away from him.
Case 12 . Frank. The mother has sex relations with a
stranger in the home with the boy's knowledge. She is of low
moral standard and consciously rejects the boy, preferring the
stranger to him.
Nothing is Known of the father who never married the moth-
er. There is much friction between the boy and the stranger.
When the mother has no visitors the boy sometimes sleeps with
her.
The boy has had a step-father with whom he also quarreled
4
This father constantly reminded the boy of his illegitimacy
and favored his own son. Frank is effeminate and a sissy and
is critical of his mother ana overattached to her. He was
anxious to leave the home. He is of fair average ability men-
tally but with no interests.

This boy could not accept his mother for what she was and
remained attached to her. He projected all his feelings over
not receiving her love on the men that were inevitably in the
picture. He could not accept some of this feeling toward the
mother whose love he was in need of. This carried over into
the new situation to the extent that he was not happy there
and developed another problem. The boy did not recognize the
mother's rejection because he did not wish to. This would
have been too threatening for him. The fact of his illegiti-
macy probably strengthened his attachment to his mother, feeling
that she was the only one who could really love him.
Case 14 . Abbott . The mother died soon after the boy T s
birth. The step-mother drinks a good deal, is unstable, and
has noor judgment.
The father is fond of the boy but lacks understanding of
his problem, he is -bewildered by his activities.
There are no siblings in the home. The family relation-
ships are characterized by frequent quarrels between the moth-
er and father.
Abbott is polite and seems to make an effort to please
people. He is attached to the step-mother and has mixed feel-
ings in regard to her. He has fair average mental ability
with mechanical interests.
Abbott's attachment to his mother with accompanying de-
pendency on her for his needs contributed toward this boy T s
insecurity which olayed a role in his adjustment in the foster
home. Then faced with a problem in the new situation he was
too insecure to face it alone, so ran away from it. The boy T s
ambivS-lent attitude toward the mother and her frequent visits
to him made for the lack of attachment in the home.
Case 15 . Paul . The mother died soon after the boy's

birth. The step-mother dominates the home situation and she
is antagonistic towards the boy.
The father permits the mother's domination and keeps
peace in the home by not asserting himself. He is a cruel dis-
ciplinarian but is interested in the children.
Paul is defiant towards his parents and not affectionate.
He is of average mental ability with good school interests.
Paul was confused and rebelled at his step-mother anta-
gonism and toward his father for not asserting himself in the
mother's presence. Facing these attitudes the boy felt him-
self rejected from the home. Unfortunately the boy was placed 1
where he again was rejected by the foster mother.
Case 16 . Victor
.
The mother died shortly after the boy's
birth, and there is no step-mother.
The father is neurotic, ana paranoid to the extent that
he is unable to work. He is violent in temper and has given
the boy severe beatings.
Victor is self-centered, wilful and childishly stubborn.
There is a strong family cohesion despite these obstacles. The
boy is orobably dull with interests in gambling and other
street activities. '
Despite the obstacles and perhaps aided by his dull men-
tality this boy had strong family loyalty which did not permit
him to develop more than friendly relationships in the new
situation. The frequent visits of the father constantly re-
minded the boy of his loyalty.
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CHAPTFR IV
FACTORS DURING PLACEMENT
INTRODUCTION:
A great deal has been said and written on the subject of
foster homes. The physical, the social, the psychological
factors in the foster home situation have all come in for their
share of discussion. It is not within the scope of this stu-
dy to make an exhaustive survey of this literature, but it
will be sufficient to point out that nNot ail homes are suitable
for the care of children who become clients of social agencies.
Furthermore, homes of a particular type seem better adapted to
the cere of specific types of children. The C.A.A. regards
foster homes as tools that change their nature every time they
c.
are used for a different child.*" This is felt because each
child placed in a home initiates a new interacting process, a
view which has made it necessary to consider each home as many
times as a child is placed in it, as each home changes with
each child.
In order to arrive at an evaluation of the home it is ne-
cessary that certain standards be established. Such standards
1 Baylor and Monachesi. oo. cit . , p. 367
2 Ibid., p. 312
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in the care and training a foster home can give are difficult
to establish, but if these homes are classified in three de-
grees: excellent, average, and poor, some basis would be es-
tablished.
The excellent home is the one in which there can be
found a sympathetic understanding of the child f s
nature and a desire to encourage to tne utmost the
development of tne child's aptitudes and possibili-
ties. An average foster home is one in which an
ordinary degree of good sense can be expected as
well as sympathy in training. Failure in under-
standing the child f s character and needs, harsh
treatment and unreasonable demanas upon the child
can, of course, only be classified as emanating
from a poor foster home.
2
In this chapter the consideration will be with the foster
home itself, in the light of its suitability to the boy placed
in it.
FACTORS IN THF FOSTER HOMFS:
For the 16 cases studied 15 different foster homes were
used. Three were used twice. In the light of the above
classification and with basis on the indications and probable
reasons for adjustment or non-adjustment which have been pre-
viously considered from the point of view of the boy T s person-
ality, together with the basis of the foster parents' personal-
ities, the following has been founa by the author. Five of the
foster homes were excellent, seven were average, and one was
poor. It must be realized that this classification is not only
2 Martha J. Fritsch. The Use of the Foster Boarding
Homes in the Treatment of Children. CNen Yor:* Child
Welfare League of America, Inc. 19^9) p. £

based on t&e success of the foster home with the boy under its
care but again on the personalities of the foster parents and
the probable reasons for the adjustment or non-adjustment so
that an "excellent" home may have been unsuccessful with the
boy under its care and vice versa. Although it is evident
the comparison of these findings with those of the number of
successes and non-successes that the first of the above possi-
bilities has occurred with the cases studied, it was aot found
that a boy made a successful adjustment in a "poor" foster
home. The explanation of the failure of these "excellent"
homes in certain instances is probably in the fact that for
the purposes of the classification the personalities of the
foster parents were taken into consideration in terms of what
they could give the- child in understanding and not what they
did actually give him. There is also always the possibility
that the worker may have misinterpreted these personalities.
It must also be recalled that two of the unsuccessful cases
were of "constitutional inadequacy" who, regardless of the
type of home they were in, it was later felt by the workers
would not have adjusted. One of these was placed in an "excel
lent" and the other in an "average" home. The four cases that
were considered adjusted had been placed in the "excellent"
homes, while of the 1£ that were considered non-adjusted four
had been placed in "excellent" homes, seven in "average" homes,
and the remaining case in the "poor" home.
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In Table VIII it is readily seen that the majority of the
foster homes used for these cases were composed of man and
wife with at most three of their own children. A probable
explanation for the predominance of the cases that fall under
this item is found in the motive of the foster parents in ac-
cepting children from the agency. This motive is companionship
for their own children. This classification takes into account
only those persons who were present in the home at the time the
boy was placed there, so that if the parents had children of
their own who were not living in the home or if other children
placed by the C.A.A. arrived at a later date, it is not shown
in this table. These considerations enter into the discussion
of each individual case.
TABLE VIII
Relation of Foster Homes to Their Personnel.
Composition of Fo s ter Family No. of Homes
Man and wife 2
Man with other children placed by the agency 1
Man and wife, own child and child placed by
C.A.A. 1
Man and wife, 3 own children or less 8
Man and wife and child placed by C.A .A 1
Total 12
Those homes which were used twice are indicated in the
table by the presence of another boy placed by the C.A.A.
To proceed in this examination of the foster homes the
study now passes to the consideration of the factors of reli-
gion, education, and relationships of the foster parents as a
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
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means of better understanding their personalities. Table VIII
may serve as an adequate indication as to the general family
personnel.
The factors of age and religion of the foster parents
seemed to have little or no direct influence in the fact of
adjustment in the placement. In the only instance where there
was a difference in the religion of the foster parents the
worker aid not feel that it had any noticeable influence in the
parents' relationship. In five of the foster homes used in
this study the parents were Protestant, in four they were Roman
Catholic, in two they were Christian Scientist, in one home one
parent was Protestant while the other' professed no religion at
all, and in one home, the religion was not known. The age of
all the foster parents were within the 35 to 53 age group.
The education of the foster parents also did not prove to
be an important influence on the adjustment itself, but it
did, of course, as in the factors of age and religion, inasmuch
as it influenced their personalities, which in this study can-
not be estimated. In general, however, all the foster parents
at least finished the grammar school, HO went no further than
the high school; of the six remaining, three had nurse's train-
ing, one teacher's training, and the two others had attended
night school of the trade variety.
Both the item of family relationships and that of marital
status may well be discussed together in view of the fact that
by the designation of marital status for the purposes of this

study is meant not only if the parents were married or single
but if their state was a happy one or not. In regard to this
last item, it will be recalled that only in one instance was
the foster home personnel made up of a single person, all the
others were at least made up of the man and his wife. As it
may well be realized, in no home was there found any friction
between its different members, as this would have been suffi-
cient reason to reject the home. All the foster families were
described as normally happily married. In three instances only
was it observed that some disappointment in the marital situa-
tion existed, and in all of these instances it consisted in
that the parents did not have children of tneir own. In these
cases, however, this disappointment was not felt to be a cause
of friction between. the parents.
Although the question of economic status of the foster
home did not prove a direct influence in the adjustment of the
boys, as brought out in the probable reasons for it, it may
have indirectly by influencing the reason why the foster parerts
accented boys for placement. This would not seem to be so in
the cases studied as, with one exception, the foster homes were
described as economically comfortable. The economic status is,
however, difficult to determine from those resources maae use
of in this study, as the word of the foster parents was accepte 1
as final and no complete verifying investigation was made by
the worker. The reasons why these parents accepted these boys
in their homes was not considered for this stuay precisely
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because of the difficulty of determining them and also because
they were not considered by the workers. It should be remem-
bered that although financial interests play a part in influ-
encing foster parents to accept boys for placement the impli-
cation should not be that they are not equally motivated by a
desire to aid these children and are not capable of adequately
providing for their needs.
As is seen in Table VIII, of tne 15 foster homes used in
this study, nine had children of their own* Of these, in two
instances the only child left soon after the placement was
effected so that in neither of these cases was the child in
the home considered an influence in the boy's adjustment. In
the remaining seven instances the ages of the children ranged
from 9 to 20 years 'and were, with two exceptions, boys. As it
may be fexpected hone of these children offered any serious
problem which could not be handled by their parents. It was
also noted that all these children had outside interests of
some sort.
Table VIII again shows that in only three of the foster
homes v.ere there any other children placed by the C.A.A. All
were within the 10 to 16 years age group. There was one boy
in each of these homes. One was considered a problem boy when
first placed, but, in general, at the time the second boy was
placed the first was considered adjusted in all three instances,
In the first of .these, the boy, though he had been charged

with a sex attack, which had never been verified, was found to
be sexually maladjusted which he manifested by masturbation.
His adjustment in the foster home was not considered very good
because of his belligerent relationship with a son in the
home. In the second of these instances, the boy that was in
the foster home had been placed because of a broken home and
not because of any personality problem. The remaining boy
likewise was not considered a problem, but no information
coula be obtained regarding tne probable reason for his ad-
justment which was considered good. The homes in which these
two last boys were placed mere those in which two other boys
placed there again failed to adjust while that home in which
the first of the above boys was placed was one in which another
had adjusted successfully. The role of the individuality of
the boy and that of the foster home can be estimated from this
to some degree in the consideration of adjustment for as may
be seen from these three cases in relation to the three cases
that were later placed in these same homes the results in terms
of adjustment were totally different. It can therefore be
assumed that the foster home itself is not the only factor in-
fluencing adjustment since, in all three homes, boys were
placed with varying results. There is, of course, the fact
that the foster home was not exactly the same with the presence
of another boy in it, and this is why whatever evaluation is
attempted must necessarily be limited.
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In only three instances was the type of foster home re-
commended for the boy to be placed. In all three of these
cases the recommendation was made by a psychiatrist. All were
considered non-adjusted. In two instances the recommendation
was fulfilled, and in the remaining instance it was not. Two
of these recommendations were to the effect of providing a
strong man figure for the boy to identify with. There was also
the further recommendation in one of these cases that there be
no other children in the foster home. This was not carried
out. The other instance of recommendation consisted of sub-
stituting healthy family relationships for the agressive parent-
al relationships the boy had been accustomed to. This was ful-
filled.
INDIVIDUAL CASES AND ANALYSIS:
The following discussion on the cases studied is made to
expose, in the individual instances, the picture of the boy
in the foster home in terms of those factors both in the boy f s
personality and in that of the people in the foster home which
had influence on his adjustment in it.
In this discussion the cases will be those on non-ad justecj
boys unless otherwise specified. The basis for the considera-
tion of different factors in the foster home will be in the
item of "probable reasons for adjustment" which has previously
been examined in the light of the boy's personality clone.
John's attachment to nis own home, it was felt, was too

strong to be overcome by the understanding and conscientious-
ness of the "excellent" foster home in which he was placed.
His relationship with the foster family personnel was helpful
to him, but the boy never felt a close relationship to the
foster parents. There was nothing outstanding in the foster
home which influenced John's non-adjustment.
Dan and Robert were both placed in the same "excellent"
home. Both boys were considered adjusted. It was felt that
both needed understanding and frienoly relationships which they
received in this home. The foster parents understood the boys
and were tolerant toward them. These parents had no children
of their own about which they were disappointed and which may
have influenced them toward regarding these placed children as
their own.
Louis was also placed in an "excellent" foster home. He,
it will be recalled, was one of the cases of constitutional
inadequacy which has previously been discussed. Although this
home was considered "excellent" the foster mother, in relation
to this boy, was too confident and sought to handle the boy
as she saw fit. She refusea to cooperate with the psychiatrist
interested in the boy. Both foster parents were Christian
Scientists which may in part explain the mother's attitude in
this instance.
Douglas was placed in an "average" home. Despite the pre-
sence of two other children, the boy felt lonesome for nis own

home. He was liked ana understood by the foster parents who
were inclined to be strict with him. The boy, however, never
felt a part of the home, not because of any deficiency in the
relations there but because the boy had too many contacts with
his own home, which did not permit him to take advantage of
those in the foster home.
Bill was also ulaced in an "average" home where it was
noted that the foster mother was not a particularly capable
person. She was frightened and uneasy about the boy ana con-
sidered it her duty to take care of him. This attitude was
rejected in her relationship with him. The mother was inade-
quate in understanding the boy ana left all decisions regarding
him to the father. The own child in the home it was felt was
too openly favored by the foster mother. The boy placed in
this home had more frequent contact with the foster mother who
had little to give him so that he was unhappy throughout. It
was on this basis, it was felt by the worker, that the boy
developed another problem.
Kenneth and James were both placed in the same "excellent"
home. Only Kenneth, who was placed first, was consiaered ad-
justed however. It was felt that Kenneth had adjusted on the
strength of his own personality and also on the fact that the
boys already in the home accepted his friendship comoletely.
The personalities of the foster parents consisted of under-
standing and friendliness. The family was devoted and loyal

to each other. Kenneth answered favorably to all these atti-
tudes. James, however, was never accepted into the family
circle, not because of attitudes in the home but rather be-
cause of the boy's resentment of the fact of placement. It
was believed by the worker that the parents made sincere ef-
forts to win the boy to them and that Kenneth, who had ad-
justed so completely, occasioned James to feel that the stand-
ards he must live up to were too much for him.
Buster, who was previously considered under the item of
constitutional inadequacy, was also placed in an "average"
home. It was felt that the boy's own illness was the major
reason for non-adjustment but that the personality of the
foster mother also playea a minor role in this. The mother
was intelligent but- executive in her relationships with him
because of which it was felt that the boy withdrew even more
into himself.
Edward, who was placed in an "excellent" home, made a
successful adjustment. It will be recalled that this boy
offered no problem and was placed only on a supervisory basis.
His adjustment, it was felt by the worker was successful be-
cause the foster mother was a good substitute for his own. The
foster mother was I ^proximately the same age as his own and
had with the boy a similar motherly, affectionate, and under-
standing relationship. There were no other children in the
home to give the boy competition in the matter of the foster
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mother T s attention. FranK was also placed in this home. Al-
though the boy was attached to his own home which the major
factor for his non-adjustment, Frank also had difficulty in
adjusting to the other boy in the home because of his jealousy
over the attention he was receiving from the understanding and
devoted foster parents.
Richard was placed in an "average" home. The foster moth-
er in this home was working as a telephone operator and was
not in the home at the time the boy returned from school. Al-
though she was friendly, she never manifested any understanding
into this boy's particular problem and could not understand
why he haa no attachment to the home. The boy had no incentive
to return to the home after school as there was no one there
to whom he could go; He was not made to feel as a member of
the family which it was felt this boy needed but rather treated
as an independent person who happened to be living in the home.
The lack of any attachment in the home was a strong influence
in the boy T s running away from it.
George was making a successful adjustment in the "average"
home in which he held been placed until that time when the fos-
ter parents who had been disappointed at not having a child
finally haa a son of their own. Up to this time the mother
and father had been satisfying their maternal and paternal
needs on George, who, in consequence, Was raaae to feel a mem-
ber of he family. With the arrival of their own- son the parents

naturally shifted toward him some of their attention which
had been previously directed toward George. George became
extremely jealous over this division of affection and mani-
fested his need for all the attention by misbehaving which the
foster parents dia not understand and which they soon resented
It became necessary to remove George from the home as the fos-
ter father was openly rejecting him because of his misbehavior
Abbott was placed in the "average" home made up of the
single man. In this home there were two other boys of whom
little was known. Abbott's adjustment in this home for a long
period of time was rather remarkably successful, but he sud-
denly chose to run away for a reason the worker could not de-
termine. It was felt, however, that his relationship with
the other boys was a strongly competitive one, and although
Abbott's adjustment was very good, he felt he was losing the
battle which he could not accept. This competition with the
other boys also may have aroused some jealousy in him for the
more favorable attention they were receiving from the foster-
father.
Paul was placed in a "poor" home where due to criticism
and open rejection of the foster mother and the indifference
of the foster father the boy faileu to adjust. The foster
mother could not accept Paul's lack of attachment to the home
because of her need to be successful with the boy, and on the
other nana the boy could not oevelop any attachment for the
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home because of the mother's criticism. It was felt that this
mother was much interested in the financial aspects of accept-
ing a boy and little interested in the boy himself. The boy
undoubtedly felt this attitude toward himself and manifested
it by the complaint that the mother did not like him.
Victor, who was placed in an "average"home, as in some of
the cases previously consiaered, failea to adjust not because
of any positive reasons in the foster home itself but because
of his attachment to his own home. Despite the understanding,
intelligence, and rather good disposition of the foster parents
this boy failed to develop attachment and interests in the new 1
home
.
In this chapter those factors in the foster home which
have influenced the - boy f s adjustment in it have been considered*
Standards for foster homes were established and each home was
evaluated according to these. Each boy was then considered
individually so that a better understanding of the boy in the
foster home could be obtained.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY
This study has been concerned with the examination of
those factors in the boy's own home, in tne foster home, and
in the boy's personality which have influenced his emotional
adjustment to the foster home. It is believed by the writer
that the study of these factors have aiaed in overcoming the
difficulties presented by the complexities of the personalities
involved in the placement process, that some of the difficul-
ties of this process, as a method, have been indicated ana that
some basis for further success in its use has been attained.
There are certain limitations, however, which influence
the scope of these and other findings. These limitations are
found in the small number of cases that form the basis of this
study, the subjectivity of the material, which also influenced
its choice, and the time under which the study was to be com-
pleted.
The ages of the boys and the agency that had referred
them were discussed in order that some of the difficulties
that they, as adolescents and as problem children, offered to
the placement process be understood. These difficulties in
terms jT the boy's age needs and emotional problems were also
offered as an explanation for the high proportion of the non-
successful cases found in the examination of the fact of

adjustment.
The indications of and the probable reasons for the ad-
justment were examined together with some of the difficulties
which were involved aue to the subjectivity of the material.
The indications, it was found, were manifested by oral com-
plaint, the development of a new problem, or by the absence of
these indications, together with the development of new inter-
ests which "vere usually directed toward the foster home or the
school. The probable reasons were found to exist in the boy's
reaction to tne personalities in tne situations he experienced
rather than in the situations themselves.
In the study of the factors of tne pre-placement period^
was first examined the boy's symptoms. These consisted of
stealing, sexual misbehavior, physical illness, and quarreling
with the parents. No importance to the fact of adjustment pas
attached by the worker to such factors as the oarent's age,
religion, education, and economic status. The study of the
family personnel showed that most of the cases were from homes
which had been broken cue to the absence of either tne fatner,
through death, divorce, or desertion, or of the mother through
death.
The personalities ana attitudes of the boys T own parents,
which were founc to influence ..on-ad justment , were those which
occasioned in the boys strong feelings of ainoivalence or over-
attachment toward their parents. Those traits in the parents'
personalities which influenced the successful adjustments were

found to be those which did not permit the boys any strong at-
tachment to their parents or which aroused in the boys a strong
uesire to be away from them. The influences of tnese oersona-
lities, together with those of other items, were exposed in
the individual cases and their analysis.
The study then proceeded to the examination of these fac-
tors in the foster homes which influenced the adjustment. The
number of different homes used was first established together
with a standard by which they could be evaluated (See Page 49).
No relation was found to exist eitner between the successful
cases ana the "excellent" homes or the non-successful cases anc
the "average" homes. The foster home nersonnel was then con-
sidered together with the other children placed in it. In
tnose cases where the same nome was used for two boys, the
second boy usually die not adjust. The presence of chilcren
in the foster home usually influenced non-adjustment by arous-
ing feelings of jealousy for the attention they were receiving.
No direct importance was attached to the fact of adjustment by
the workers to such factors as the foster parents' age, reli-
gion, and education.
From tnis study of the foster home as an influence toward
the adjustment of the boy in it, tnere arises, with more promi-|
nance than any other factors, that of the foster parents'
personalities. These personalities were the determining influ-j
ence in six of tne cases, half ot v-y.ich were those of well-ad-
justed boys and half of non-adjusted boys. The relation
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between those homes in which the personality of the foster pa-
rents played a determining role in the adjustment to the number
of successful and non-successful cases as shown in this study
is that this factor was the determining one in the adjustment
of 75% of the successful cases and only 2t% of the unsuccessful
cases. This conclusion would indicate that the foster homes
were well chosen in as far as they were considered in the light
of the personalities within them. It must oe statec, however,
that the role of the personality of the foster parents cid not
play an equally difficult part in the successful cases ss in
the unsuccessful cases for in the former were represented less
difficult problems to be overcome than in the latter.
The traits in the foster parents' oersonalities that in-
fluenced the unsuccessful adjustments were open favoritism,
criticism, and lacK of cooperation with tne psychiatrist, while
those that influenced the successful cases were motherly affec-
tion and understanding.
Those few cases, in which a recommendation as to the type
of foster home in which a boy should be placed was made, were
then discussed, followed by a brief exposition and analysis of
each boy in the foster home.
The following recommendations are made as points of in-
quiry in order that a better understanding be attained in the
matter of adjustment of boys of this age group to foster homes*
A similar study based on a larger number of individual instances

would render more valid whatever conclusions may be found.
These cases should be those of one worker who woula follow
predetermined standards for his interpretation of personalities
and other important influences. A study of the foster homes
in terms of their personalities, the motives of the foster
parents in accepting boys, and how these influence their re-
lationship to the boys, would also prove helpful in this matter,
For purposes of clarification, ooint by point reiteration
of the more s alient findings are offered here. It is felt
by the author that these will be of benefit to those agencies
who include in their methods the placement of adolescent boys
in foster homes.
1. It is the personalities in the situations that influence
the boy in his adjustment in the foster home,not the situations
themselves
.
2. The personalities and attitudes of the boy's own parents
are apparently the strongest influences in the fact of ad-
justment .
3. These attitudes that influence the non-adjustment are those
that cause the boy strong feelings of ambivalence and over-
attachment toward his parents.
4. These attitudes that influence an adequate adjustment are
those that do not involve the boy in any strong attachments
to his parents.
5. The attitudes of the foster parents which influence non-
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5. adjustment are favoritism, criticism, and lack of coopera-
tion with the psychiatrist.
6. The attitudes of the foster parents which influence an
adequate adjustment are motherly affection and understanding.
7. The presence of other children In the home usually influ-
ence non-adjustment.
8. It is more difficult, in terms of adjustment, for the second
of two boys placed in the same home than for the first.
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Schedules used for the study of factors influencing the emotional
adjustment of boys in foster homes based on sixteen cases of the
Children's Aid Association, 1942.
BEFORE PLACEMENT
Case number:
Age at the tire of referral:
Referring agency or person:
Reason for referral:
Family.
Mother age:
religion:
occupation:
attitudes ana personality:
Father age:
religion:
occupation:
attitudes and personality:
Siblings number:
sex:
relationship with the boy:
Family relationships:
Marital status:
Otfier persons in the home:
relationship v/ith the boy:
Boy's personality:
mentality
:
interests
history, health:
school
:
social:
Da
J-0
DURING PLACEMENT
Foster home personnel.
Mother age:
religion:
education:
attitudes and personality
:
Father age:
religion:
education:
occupation:
attitudes and personality
Children ages:
relationship with the boy:
Family relationships:
Economic status:
Marital status:
Other children placed in the home:
relationship with the boy:
Indications of adjustment:
Probable reasons for adjustment:
Type of foster home recommended:
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EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULES
BEFORE ?ImCE^Ei\TT
:
Case number : oovious.
Age at the time of referral : in years only.
Peferring agency or person: that agency or person who actually
introduced the client to the Children's Aid Association's
attention for the purpose of placement.
Reason for referral : the reason this agency or person wished
placement for this client.
Family : the client's immediate family.
Motner : the client's natural ruother, stepmo triers are included
under "other persons in the home."
age : a t the time of referral.
occupation : any gainful employment outside the home at the
time of referral.
religion : without denominations.
attitudes and personality : mother's individuality and out-
looK in as far as these are related to the client.
Father : the client's natural father.
age : at the time of referral.
religion : without denominations.
occupation : employment engaged in at the time of referral.
If none, that in which he was last engaged.
attitudes and personality : his individuality and outlook
in as far as these are related to the client.
Siolings : the natural or others and sister of the client,
number* obvious.
sex : obvious.
relationship with the boy : the meaning the siblings had for
the boy.
Family relationships : the general pattern of reaction and feeling
of the various members of the family for one another.
Marital status : the state of being between the natural parents.
Economic status : the family income in relation to expenses. Poor
when the family is receiving aid, marginal when the expenses
approximate income to within $5.00, comfortable when the ex-
penses are less than the income by at least $5.00.
Other persons in the home : any person other than the natural
mother, father or siblings who had contact with the client
within the family setting.
relationship with the boy : the meaning the other person had
for the boy.
Boy's personality : his individuality and outlook and his problem
as interpreted.
mentality : established I.Q. or the worker's estimate.
interests : that activity in which the boy is frequently
engaged and from which he derives pleasure.
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:
Foster home personnel : persons making up the foster home.
Mother : age : at the time of referral.
religion : without denominations.
education : grades attended.
attitudes and personality : her individuality and
outlook in as far as these are related to the client.
Father : age : at the time of referral.
religion : without denominations.
eaucation : years attended and type of school.
occupation : employment engaged in at the time of
placement. If none, that in which he was last
engaged.
attitudes and personality : his inaividuality and
outlook in as far as txiese are related to the client.
Children : natural offsprings of the foster mother and father.
relationship with the boy : the meaning these had
for the client.
Family relationships : the general pattern of reaction and feel-
ing of the various members of the family for one
another
.
Economic status : the family income in relation to expense ex-
cluding that income of the care of the boy. Marginal
when the expenses approximate the income to within
$10.00, comfortable, when the expences are less than
the income by at least $10.00.
Marital status : the state of being of the foster parents.
Other children placed in the home : those children other than the
foster parent's own who are in the home at the time
of placement.
relationship with the boy : the meaning these had for
the client.
Indications of adjustment : those manifestations of the boy by
which the worker judged the adjustment successful or
not
.
Probable reasons for the adjustment : those reasons or causes in
terms of the boy's personality, factors in the foster
home and factors in the boy's own home which the
worker felt were responsible for the boy's adjustment.
Type of foster home recommended : those recommendations made by
the referring agency as to which home the boy should
go.
A






